Present: Chiara Gasparini, Joyce Cheng, Kate Mondloch, Keith Eggener, Akiko Walley, Maile Hutterer, Victoria Ehlich, Emily Scott, Simone Ciglia, Benjamin Murphy

Absent: Nina Amstutz

Meeting minutes: Akiko Walley

Approve minutes from HAA faculty meeting, 9 Feb. 2022 (Zoom)
Minutes Approved

Undergrad/Grad award/fellowship
- DH (Walley) introduced the document
- Send comment to DH via email
- Will vote for approval during faculty meeting on April 13

Grad stipend and admission
- Correction: Add MIT’s art history program
- Additional data to collect: National ranking; Actual funding situation; CAS Humanities stipend/tuition; change in MA acceptance rate; Ask Div. of Grad Studies for data
- Points of consideration: This year, one PhD student was accepted without funding; Invite the dean for a conversation; Difference in culture, size, job prospects between HA&A and other grad programs in DSGN; Concern for overstretching endowed funds; Maintain the program vs. growing, pros/cons
- Discussion (part 2) on April 13